ARRIVAL – THE PATH RIGHT TO US
SICK AG has conveniently located facilities in Waldkirch and Buchholz accessible to many forms of
transportation. Freiburg Central Station (Hauptbahnhof) is about 20 km (12.4 miles) from Waldkirch
and is a stop on Intercity and ICE routes. The A5 nearby (Karlsruhe/Basel) provides connection options in every direction. Both the Basel-Mulhouse and Strasbourg international airports are about an
hour away.
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ARRIVAL BY:
TRAIN

AIRPLANE

Switch trains to the S-Bahn to Elzach at Freiburg Central
Station (Breisgau) and continue on to the Waldkirch station. From that station, you can reach the SICK Waldkirch
location by taxi or on foot in about 15 minutes.

Basel-Mulhouse EuroAirport (Switzerland/France)
If you want to go to the Freiburg bus station (next to the
central station) via SBG airbus, check out on the French
side.
www.euroairport.com

CAR
SICK Zentrale
The fastest option is to follow the A5 from Karlsruhe or Basel. Take the Freiburg-Nord exit off the autobahn and then
continue on the B294 towards Waldkirch to the WaldkirchWest exit. Turn right after exiting off the B294. Starting at
the Waldkirch city limits, follow the signs for SICK AG.
SICK Distribution Center
The fastest option is to follow the A5 from Karlsruhe or Basel. Take the Freiburg-Nord exit off the autobahn and then
continue on the B294 towards Waldkirch to the WaldkirchWest exit. Turn left after exiting off the B294.

Strasbourg International Airport (France)
www.strasbourg.aeroport.fr
Zürich Airport (Switzerland)
www.flughafen-zuerich.ch
Frankfurt Airport (Germany)
www.frankfurt-airport.de
Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden Airport (Germany)
www.baden-airpark.de
If you are coming to Waldkirch or Reute from any of the
airports, we recommend taking the train or using an airport
shuttle service.
Timetables and information
Rail: www.bahn.de/Veranstaltungsticket
Airport Service: www.freiburger-reisedienst.de
Information over the phone
The Waldkirch tourist information office would be happy to
send you
a timetable with information on local public transportation.
They can help you with any questions you might have about
planning your trip and can take your reservations.
Phone +49 76 81 194 33
www.zweitaelerland.de
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